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ChIPathlon: a competitive 
assessment for gene 
regulation tools
Avi Knecht, Adam Caprez, Istvan Ladunga
Gene regulation: why do we care?
 When gene regulation of the cell cycle  
malfunctions, it frequently causes cancer.
 Adult, differentiated cells can be reprogrammed to 
induced pluripotent stem cells
 Which can then be reprogrammed to heart muscle, 
skin, etc, to repair damaged tissue (to limited extent in 
clinical practice)
Mapping transcription factors & 
histone modifications to genome
 Genes, are regulated by 
transcription factors and 
proteins, that bind to 
specific sequences on the 
DNA.
 Transcription factors are 
mapped to the DNA by 
chromatin 
immunoprecipitation 
followed by next-generation 
sequencing.

Challenges in mapping transcription 
factors to the genome
 Background correction is an open problem.
 DNA fragments can be much larger than the binding 
site.
 Sequencing read location does not follow any 
statistical distribution.
 Over 50 different methods are used for mapping, 
which produce different results.
ChIPathlon
Evaluate the performance of all transcription factor 
mapping (peak calling) methods.
To this end, we will develop a scalable and easy to use 
super computing pipeline to stage data, compare many 
different peak calling and differential binding site tools, and 
store all results into a single database.
MongoDB
• Works well with large data 
sets.
• Can handle incomplete data.
Pegasus
• Too much data for manual 
processing, need to create 
workflows.
• Built on condor, which is used 
by a variety of super 
computing centers.
Python
• Many bioinformatics packages 
already managed in python 
under bioconda.
• Has interfaces for both 
MongoDB & Pegasus.
YAML to Workflows I
Each individual job is defined 
in a plain text YAML file.
YAML to Workflows II
Jobs are chained together by 
using module YAML files.
YAML to Workflows III
Users need to input a file 
selecting ENCODE 
experiment id’s for files to 
process, tools they want 
to use, and a path to a 
genome.
Conclusion
• The current pipeline handles all downloads, alignment 
of single or paired end reads, and peak calling. 
• The modularity of the underlying architecture makes it 
very easy to add additional tools or processing steps 
without changing the workflow generation code.
• Workflows can be generated for any ENCODE 
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Note the extreme 
density of regulatory 
relationships.
